Abstract. Inflation in the framework of f (R) modified gravity is revisited. We study the conditions that f (R) should satisfy in order to lead to a viable inflationary model in the original form and in the Einstein frame. Based on these criteria we propose a new logarithmic model as a potential candidate for f (R) theories aiming to describe inflation consistent with observations from Planck satellite (2015). The model predicts scalar spectral index 0.9615 < n s < 0.9693 in agreement with observation and tensor-to-scalar ratio r of order 10 −3 . Furthermore, we show that for a class of models, a natural coupling between inflation and a scalar boson is generated through the minimal coupling between gravity and matter fields and a reheating temperature less that 10 9 GeV is obtained.
Introduction
Inflation is one of the most motivated scenarios for explaining the origin of structure formation in the Universe [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . For more than three decades, the cosmological observations on the cosmic microwave background radiation and the large-scale structure in the universe have confirmed the predictions of inflation. The most common framework for inflation is based on a scalar field φ called inflaton [8, 9] dominating the energy density of the universe and rolling down slowly along an almost flat potential V (φ). At the end of inflation the scalar field decays producing the known conditions for the standard hot Big Bang cosmology.
This hypothetical scalar field remains mysterious and to construct an inflationary scenario, an extension of the standard model of particle physics is required, or alternatively, this scalar degree of freedom could be attributed to the gravitational sector. Brans-Dicke theory is probably the first well known theory of gravity that includes a scalar field. For a vanishing Brans-Dicke parameter, this theory is dynamically equivalent to f (R) modified gravity theory, where f (R) is a general function of the Ricci scalar [10, 11] . In addition, by adopting a conformal transformation it becomes equivalent to Einstein's theory of gravity minimally coupled to a scalar field with a canonical kinetic term and a specific potential given in terms of the function f (R). This raises the question whether this scalar field, with gravitational origin, can act as an inflaton field. In this case, the arbitrary f (R) may be constrained by the viability of inflationary potentials. Indeed, imposing the slow rolling conditions on V (φ) strongly limits f (R) models.
In this paper we revisit the conditions that any f (R) must fulfill in order to be a viable framework for early universe inflation. We analyze inflation in both the original and Einstein frames emphasizing that the scalar field picture is essential to study the detailed consequences of inflation like number of e-folds, spectral index, tensor-to-scalar ratio, and reheating after inflation, while in the f (R) picture, one can only check the possibility that f (R) may imply positively accelerating universe. We propose a new logarithmic f (R) model satisfying the above mentioned conditions and discuss its consequences for inflation and reheating. Examples of logarithmic models were proposed inspired by quantum considerations, like the one loop-corrected effective action in the semiclassical approach to quantum gravity [12] or the renormalization group improvements of the Hilbert-Einstein action [13] and others having various classical and cosmological motivations (check references in section 3). Nevertheless, these models either do not comply with the conditions we set to satisfy or produce results incompatible with observation. The model proposed in this paper has an inflationary behavior very similar to that of Starobinsky's famous model [2] but with the added advantage of having no Ricci scalar singularity; in fact, when the model is expanded in a Taylor series around R = 0 we find that the linear and quadratic terms are (almost) identical to those of Starobinsky, with the higher degree terms responsible for the mentioned singularity evasion.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the conditions that an f (R) must satisfy to account for inflation. We also study the equivalence of f (R) gravity and general relativity coupled to a real scalar field. Section 3 is devoted to analyzing inflation in our proposed f (R). We show that this model leads, in the scalar field picture, to an inflationary potential with two mass parameters that accommodates the observational results. In section 4 we discuss the reheating process after inflation where only minimal coupling between gravity and matter fields is used to generate interaction between the inflaton and a scalar boson. Finally we give our conclusions in section 5. Throughout the paper we have adopted formulae for known inflationary parameters as they appeared in [14, 15] .
Constructing an inflationary f (R)
The action for f (R) gravity is given by
where g is the determinant of the metric g µν , L M is the matter Lagrangian and χ represents matter fields. We will adopt the (−, +, +, +) signature of the metric and the Planck system of units where = c = G = 1. The corresponding field equations are given by
where f = df (R)/dR. Non-vanishing f indicates a propagating scalar degree of freedom whose dynamics is given by the trace of the above field equations
where T is the trace of the stress-energy tensor T µν .
Equivalence with scalar-tensor theories
As mentioned above, in addition to the usual 2 degrees of freedom of the metric in GR, the f (R) modified gravity contains an extra degree of freedom which becomes manifest when a conformal transformation decouples it from the metric as a scalar field (giving rise to a spin-0 particle). This transformation relates f (R) gravity to a conformally transformed Einstein term minimally coupled to a scalar field in the canonical form. This can be seen as follows: we start by rewriting the gravitational part of the action in the form: Defining σ as σ = f (A) and assuming the invertibility of this relation, that is, A could be expressed as a function of the field σ, then one gets the action in the "Jordan frame"
where
is the action of a Brans-Dicke theory with Brans-Dicke parameter equal to zero. Now, to arrive at the Einstein frame, a conformal transformation of the metric is performed g µν →g µν = σg µν . Such transformation implies a requirement that σ ≡ f (R) > 0. Redefining the scalar field once more
and defining a potential function
we arrive at the action in the Einstein frame
in which the extra degree of freedom is represented as a scalar field in the canonical form minimally coupled to Einstein's gravity through metricg µν . This was possible only when f (R) > 0, f (R) = 0 and when (2.6) is invertible.
Selection rules for f (R)
We require a gravitational theory to (i) Reduce to GR in its domain of validity, and hence to the Newtonian limit for the weak field approximation.
(ii) Have the correct cosmological dynamics allowing a period of inflation in the early universe followed by a radiation domination era. This requirement is the main purpose of this paper.
(iii) Be free of singularities.
We shall use these general requirements to guide us build a model. An f (R) could be cast in the form
such that F (R) is a certain correction to the Hilbert-Einstein action.
there is no cosmological constant, the coefficient of the linear term is exactly 1 and the coefficients of the higher powers suppress them sufficiently within the experimental bounds. This also satisfies the condition
which is desirable to have a Minkowski space vacuum solution. As shown below, this leads to having the minimum of the potential equal to zero and thus having a Minksowski space solution in vacuum for the Einstein frame as well.
We can see what corresponds to condition (2.10) in the scalar field picture. At the critical points φ 0 of the potential, we have V 0 ≡ V (φ 0 ) = 0. By (2.7) one gets
where the subscript zero always signifies the value at φ 0 . For φ 0 to be a minimum of the potential we must have V 0 > 0, that is, we can define a positive mass for the field as M 2 ≡ V 0 , which reads
Equations (2.11) and (2.12) constitute the conditions for the minimum. If condition (2.10) is satisfied, then we have
Since we aim to use the scalar field φ as an inflaton, requirement (ii) in the scalar field picture brings in all the known conditions for single field inflationary potentials which include having a minimum for the potential at which the field can oscillate decaying into matter in the reheating process. Moreover, we will require that f (0) = 1 or φ 0 = 0 to keep canonical kinetic terms for the standard model particles that are naturally coupled to φ as we will show in section 4.
Regarding requirement (iii), Ricci scalar singularities can be studied easily in the Einstein frame. From eq. (2.6) we see that φ can be viewed as a function of R and this function is one-to-one since invertibility is assumed; hence, the dynamics of φ governed by potential (2.7) is the dynamics for R. Requiring the existence of an infinite potential barrier preventing |R| from reaching infinity (i.e., V (φ(R → ±∞)) → ∞) is thus a way to keep the model free from Ricci scalar singularities. This condition translates to
For models that are concerned with describing late time acceleration of the universe, reference [16] should be consulted for a detailed analysis of curvature singularities of infrared corrected f (R) gravity theories.
Constraints from inflation
We attempt to attribute inflation wholly to gravitational effects, and so, we will assume that the contribution of matter is negligible (T µν = 0). The field equations (2.2) for an empty, flat Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) universe give us the (modified) Friedmann equation
where H ≡ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter and a(t) is the scale factor. The definition of H gives us the identityä/a = (1 − )H 2 where is "slow roll" parameter defined as 1
Inflation takes place when 1 so that the acceleration of the scale factor is positive and H is varying slowly giving an almost exponential expansion. Deviation from exact exponential expansion is measured by a hierarchy of parameters called the Hubble flow functions (HFF) [17, 18] defined by 1 = , i+1 =˙ i /(H i ) where i ≥ 1. Having those parameters much less that unity ensures the mostly exponential growth of a(t). Requiring the first two HFF's to be small suffices for simplifying (2.14) to a convenient forṁ
where we have used that, for a flat FLRW metric, R = 6(2H 2 +Ḣ) ≈ 12H 2 andṘ ≈ 24HḢ. Expression (2.16) requires R = 0 and f = 0. From (2.15) and (2.16) we see that for inflation to occur, we must have
and inflation ends whenever (2.17) turns into an equality. A viable model must have solutions for ≈ 1, otherwise they will predict unending inflation ( < 1, ∀R) or no inflation at all ( > 1, ∀R). In case there are two solutions for ≈ 1 then the lowest one should mark the end of inflation, we will call such solution R e . This analysis gives us general conditions on f (R) theories aiming to describe inflation. The value of H e (R e ) should be contrasted with the observational bound [15] that during inflation H < 7.18 × 10 −6 (R < 6.19 × 10 −10 ).
A new logarithmic model
In accordance with the conditions discussed in section 2, which guarantee the stability conditions analyzed in [19] , we propose the following f (R) model
where m and M are free parameters. As will be seen, m defines the scale below which inflation starts and will be determined from comparison with observation of various inflationary quantities. Parameter M is the mass of the field (the inflaton) in the Einstein frame and will define the scale at which inflation ends.
It is notable the similarity between model (3.1) and the model presented in [20] which was motivated by a generalization of the models proposed in [21] and [22] . However, in contrast to model (3.1), it does not produce the desired inflationary scenario. Other examples of logarithmic f (R) models can be found in refs. [12, 13, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] and for examples of f (R) inflationary models, check [2, 10, 11, 29, 33-52] and the references therein.
Inflation in the f (R) picture
Following subsection 2.3, we find
One can see that there exists a certain upper limit for the ratio M 2 /m 2 needed to have a region where < 1 and this limit is
where g(R) is defined as
Studying the behavior of g(R), it is found to have a global maximum g(R) < ∼ 0.137 and so a bound on m is found to be m > 2.697 M as illustrated in figure 1 .
Remarkably, the start (R i ) and end (R e ) of inflation are around the orders of magnitude of m 2 and M 2 respectively. Indeed, for R m 2 one gets = R 2m 2 (1 + 3M 2 /m 2 ) > 1 and a solution (R i ) exists around R ≈ m 2 . The other solution (R e ) could be investigated as follows: for R m 2 we get ≈ 3M 2 /(2R), so inflation ends for R < 3M 2 /2, and the solution exists in the vicinity of 3M 2 /2; this estimation gets better whenever m is set much larger than M . Precise determination of the values of the parameters m and M based on observational data will be detailed in the next section. depicting the transition from no inflation (dashed) to inflation (solid) and the scale of R at the start and end of inflation. M is set equal to 10 −6 .
Inflation in the Einstein frame
As advocated in the introduction, the Einstein frame has the benefit of studying inflation on the more familiar grounds of scalar field theory and provides the ability to compare with other scalar field inflationary models (e.g. those considered in [14, 15] ). The Friedmann equation in the Einstein frame isH
and the equation of motion for the homogeneous "inflaton" field is
Inflation takes place as long as the field is "slowly rolling" on the potential such that 2
The slow roll conditions, embodied in (3.7) and (3.8), could be cast into a form depending only on the potential of the field as slow roll parameters having values less than unity during 2 These conditions ensure that the field has the appropriate behavior for density and (negative) pressure to give the accelerated expansion known as inflation. This translates into a dominating friction term in (3.6), hence slow rolling. the inflationary period. These parameters are defined as
and inflation ends whenever V (φ e ) ≈ 1 or η V (φ e ) ≈ 1 from which the value of the field at the end of inflation φ e is calculated.
The purpose of postulating a period of rapid expansion of the early universe is to generate enough entropy consistent with the standard model of cosmology (hot Big Bang). This constraint translates into a number of "e-folds" (N ≡ ln(a e /a * )) the cosmic expansion has to cover from the instant of horizon crossing (signified by an asterisk subscript) before the end of inflation (signified by subscript e) and is estimated to be in the range 50-60. In terms of the potential, N is expressed as
where φ * is the value of the field at the horizon crossing and is estimated using this equation and 50 < N < 60. With φ * known, comparison with observation can now be made. The main observed quantities are:
where n s is the scalar spectral index, r is the tensor-to-scalar ratio and A s is the amplitude of the power spectrum of curvature perturbations. Using (2.6) and (2.7) we find the potential corresponding to (3.1)
. (3.12) Figure 2 depicts the shape of the potential for different values of m at fixed M . We can see that the potential flattens at about V ≈ 3 × 10 −14 starting around φ ≈ 1. The smaller m is, the shorter this "inflationary plateau" becomes, which is similar to the dependence of inflation on m in the f (R) picture discussed in subsection 3.1. We also see that the potential goes to infinity at φ(R → ∞) as required in subsection 2.2.
As can be seen from equation (3.12) , other than the factor of m 2 , the potential depends on the ratio m/M . Therefore, V , η V and N depend only on this ratio that can be treated as a single parameter. Only A s depends on both m and m/M .
In figure 3 , we plot m/M versus m satisfying the observational constraints: 50 ≤ N ≤ 60, r < 0.1, n s = 0.9645±0.0049 and A s = (2.207±0.074)×10 −9 [15] 3 . For a given N and A s , the plot is (almost) a straight line, which shows that the inflaton mass M must be a constant measured by the inverse of the slope. We find that 2.35 × 10 −6 < M < 2.76 × 10 −6 , or just M ∼ 10 −6 . Futhermore, the range of allowed values of m/M is roughly 10 2 < ∼ m/M < ∼ 10 4 , which implies that 10 −4 < ∼ m < ∼ 10 −2 . Figure 4 shows three representative results of the r vs n s corresponding to the allowed range of values of m/M in comparison with the observational data from [15] . We see that 0.9615 < n s < 0.9693 and r ∼ 10 −3 . Moreover, calculating φ * and φ e for the model, one finds that φ * ≈ 1.1 m P and φ e ≈ 0.2 m P , i.e. the horizon crossing occures when the inflaton field is around the Planck scale and inflation ends about one order of magnitude less than that.
Reheating after inflation
We now consider the reheating process after inflation. As inflation ends, the inflaton field smoothly enters an era of damped oscillation around the Minkowski minimum, eventually decaying and reheating the universe. The method described in this section is based on minimal coupling of gravity with matter fields. To study the decay of the inflaton, we must consider the second part of the total action given in (2.1), where the Lagrangian of some matter field, e.g., scalar boson χ, is given by
where V (φ) is the potential for matter. Here we assume minimal interaction between gravity and matter fields. In the Einstein frame the above Lagrangian takes the form
where we have restored the Planck mass (m P = 1/ √ G) for clarity. The following coupling between the inflaton and χ scalar boson is generated where p 1 and p 2 are the 4-momenta of χ particles. Such a general mechanism of generating coupling between the inflaton and a scalar boson is independent from any specific f (R) model save for the conditions M 2 > 0 (having a minimum for the potential) and f (R 0 ) = 1 (the minimum is at φ = 0). The decay rate of φ → χχ is given by Γ = 1 8π
where m χ is the mass of the scalar boson χ. The reheating temperature from the decay of the inflaton is given by
Since the inflaton mass is fixed M ≈ O(10 13 ) GeV, the mass of the scalar field χ should be constrained by m χ < ∼ M/2. In Fig. 5 we display the reheating temperature T R as function of the inflaton mass and we find that the reheating temperature does not exceed 10 9 GeV which is consistent with the upper bound from gravitino production [53, 54] . The lower bound on the reheating temperature from the Big Bang nucleosynthesis [55] being O(1) MeV sets a lower bound on the boson mass to be of order 10 7 GeV.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a model that quite accurately meets the observed constraints on inflation and describes the transition to a radiation domination era through a phase of reheating. After providing a detailed discussion for the constraints imposed on any viable inflationary f (R), we considered a new logarithmic f (R) model with two mass parameters and analyzed the associated inflation in both the original f (R) picture and the Einstein frame. We showed that in our model the horizon crossing takes place at scale ∼ m p and leads to results consistent with observations from Planck mission 2015, namely 0.9615 < n s < 0.9693 and r ∼ 10 −3 . After inflation ends, the inflaton oscillates about the Minkowski vacuum decaying into a scalar boson with mass: 10 7 GeV < m χ < 0.5 × 10 13 GeV, thereby reheating the universe with temperature: 1 MeV < T R < 10 9 GeV in accordance with bounds of Big Bang nucleosynthesis and gravitino production. We emphasized that in our model, a coupling between matter fields and inflaton can be naturally generated through minimal coupling to gravity.
